ABSTRACT.
We extend results of E. G. We identify G with the trivial transformation group G x Z", where Z" is the onepoint space, and write D(G) lot D{G x Zq), etc.
We will assume the reader is somewhat familiar with the basic results 
Primitive ideals in U(G, Z). The correspondence L = \V, M) between
representations L of ll(G, Z) on a Hubert space H and representations \V, TVl) of (G, Z) on H (see [8, pp. 36-37] ) is completely determined by Remark. We assume neither that L is irreducible nor that G is amenable.
Proof. Let x "be a unit vector in it and ß the probability measure on Z defined by Proof. All the relevant facts may be verified easily enough for / £ 3\(G x Z) first, and then extended to U(G, Z) by continuity. We omit the details.
Remark. Lemma 5-3 holds for any closed subgroup A of G.
We also denote by T the natural action of A on the dual u (with the weak *-topology) of 11(G, Z):
The state space P of il(G, Z), consisting of positive functionals of norm less than or equal to one, is clearly a compact convex A-invariant subset of U . 
